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Genotype–phenotype correlation in inherited brain
myelination defects due to proteolipid protein gene
mutations

Fabrice Cailloux, Fernande Gauthier-Barichard, Corinne Mimault, Valerie Isabelle,
Virginie Courtois, Geneviève Giraud, Bernard Dastugue, Odile Boespflug-Tanguy and
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Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease (PMD) and spastic paraplegia type 2 (SPG2) are X-linked developmental
defects of myelin formation affecting the central nervous system (CNS). They differ clinically in the onset
and severity of the motor disability but both are allelic to the proteolipid protein gene (PLP), which
encodes the principal protein components of CNS myelin, PLP and its spliced isoform, DM20. We
investigated 52 PMD and 28 SPG families without large PLP duplications or deletions by genomic PCR
amplification and sequencing of the PLP gene. We identified 29 and 4 abnormalities respectively. Patients
with PLP mutations presented a large range of disease severity, with a continuum between severe forms of
PMD, without motor development, to pure forms of SPG. Clinical severity was found to be correlated with
the nature of the mutation, suggesting a distinct strategy for detection of PLP point mutations between
severe PMD, mild PMD and SPG. Single amino-acid changes in highly conserved regions of the DM20
protein caused the most severe forms of PMD. Substitutions of less conserved amino acids, truncations,
absence of the protein and PLP-specific mutations caused the milder forms of PMD and SPG. Therefore,
the interactions and stability of the mutated proteins has a major effect on the severity of PLP-related
diseases. European Journal of Human Genetics (2000) 8, 837–845.
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Introduction
The distinction between inherited defects in central nervous
system (CNS) myelination (dysmyelinating diseases) and
genetic diseases leading to myelin destruction (demyelinat-

ing diseases) was first made at the beginning of the twentieth
century by Pelizaeus and Merzbacher, who described a
dysmyelinating disease that became the prototype of this
class of disorders. They defined this disease as involving (i)
early-onset motor disability inherited via an X-linked reces-
sive trait and (ii) a neuropathological pattern of myelin
sheath disappearance strictly limited to the CNS, with no
nerve cell or axon involvement and no inflammation.

Introduction of electrophysiological and magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) techniques to demonstrate the abnor-
mal formation of CNS myelin, defined new diagnostic
criteria for PMD.1 The proteolipid protein gene (PLP) was
identified as the causative locus for PMD.2 This gene, which
maps to Xq22, encodes two proteolipid proteins in oligoden-
drocytes, PLP and its spliced isoform, DM20, which account
for more than 50% of the total protein mass of CNS myelin.
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PLP is a major structural component of CNS myelin,3 whereas
DM20 which is produced earlier in CNS development may be
involved in oligodendrocyte differentiation and survival.4,5 A
wide spectrum of PLP mutations have been found in animal
models6 and PMD patients: duplication of the entire PLP
gene is the most frequent causative mutation,7,8 with other
mutations in the coding and non-coding regions of PLP
accounting for 10 to 25% of cases.9 PLP gene mutations have
also been associated with X-linked spastic paraplegia 2
(SPG2).10–12 This disease involves early-onset progressive gait
difficulties associated in most patients with neurological
signs classically found in PMD patients (nystagmus, ataxia,
mild mental retardation), defining complicated forms of
SPG2.

However, SPG2 differs from PMD in that motor milestone
achievement is almost normal in the first year of life for
SPG2. We investigated 52 PMD and 28 SPG families with no
large PLP duplications or deletions by PCR amplification and
sequencing of the seven coding regions and the splice sites of
PLP. Abnormalities were identified in 29 PMD and 4 SPG2
families, missense mutations being the most common.

The 52 PLP-mutated patients presented a large range of
disease severity, which we graded according to the best motor
function achieved between 1 and 10 years of age. Clinical
severity was found to be correlated with the nature of the
mutation, suggesting a distinct strategy for detection of PLP
point mutations between severe PMD, mild PMD and SPG.
The interactions and stability of the mutated proteins was
found to have a major effect on the severity of PLP-related
diseases.

Patients
Selection of patients
Patients with PMD or SPG were referred to us by paediatric
neurologists from various European countries.

104 PMD patients were selected for PLP analysis based on
clinical, electrophysiological and magnetic resonance imag-
ing criteria described elsewhere.2 The 52 patients with no
large PLP duplications or deletions were eligible for PLP
analysis by PCR amplification and sequencing of the coding
and splicing regions of the gene.

Twenty-nine SPG patients were selected according to the
following clinical criteria:

(i) male,

(ii) early-onset5 PG (before 10 years of age), with almost
normal milestone achievement during the first year of
life,

(iii) slow progression,

(iv) low CNS conduction velocities on somatosensory or
brainstem evoked potential evaluation, and/or ‘hypo-
myelinated’ areas of the brain on MRI (iso or hyper T1

associated with hyper T2 signals of the white matter
relative to the grey matter),

(v) no other known cause (including normal results for:
spinal cord MRI, amino acid and organic acid gas
chromatography, lactate/pyruvate ratio, lysosomal
enzymes, very long chain fatty acids, HTLV1
antibodies).

The 28 patients with no large PLP duplications or deletions
were eligible for subsequent PLP analysis.

Classification of PLP-mutated families
In the 33 families with identified PLP mutations, detailed
clinical information was collected from 52 of the 56 patients
reported to be affected. These patients had a mean age of
18.5 + /– 17.5 years at the time of clinical evaluation.

The PMD group (42 patients) presented early impairment
(before 3 months) of normal motor development associated
with neurological signs, which were gradually modified by
the maturing nervous system: early nystagmus was observed
in all patients, except family 35, at a mean age of
1.2 + /– 1.5 months; bobbing movements of the head and
trunk, choreoathetotic movements of the limbs and cer-
ebellar ataxia were observed between 6 and 18 months of age;
progressive spastic paraplegia with pyramidal tract signs were
clearly present after 2–4 years. In all cases, motor handicap
was greater than impairment of psycho-intellectual develop-
ment. No rapid degradation was observed. Few patients had
no motor acquisition but the performance of most improved
slowly until age 10–12 years. Performance differed between
patients. After reaching a plateau, a slow deterioration was
observed after 10–20 years, accompanied by the development
of cortical atrophy on MRI. Five patients died (12%) at a
mean age of 30 + /– 11 years (range: 3–60 years).

We classified patients into five forms according to the best
motor function they were able to achieve between the ages of
1 and 10 years:

• form 0 included 8 patients (19%), with a mean age of
5.6 + /– 2.3 years at clinical evaluation, with no motor
achievement; one presented stridor (family 49), one
(family 26) had seizures well controlled by anti-epi-
leptic drugs and one died at age 3 (family 107);

• form 1 included 12 patients (28%), with a mean age of
8.3 + /– 5 years at clinical evaluation, who achieved
head control between 2 and 4 years; one died at
10 years (family 29);

• form 2 included 6 patients (14%), with a mean age of
22.1 + /– 20 at clinical evaluation, able to achieve a
sitting position between 2 and 5 years; half achieved a
dysarthric but comprehensible speech;

• form 3 included 13 patients (31%), with a mean age of
19.3 + /– 15 at clinical evaluation, able to achieve a
sitting position between 1 and 2 years, to walk with
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support at a mean age of 3.5 + /– 1.5 years (range 2–6)
but six lost this capacity between 14 and 20 years; all
achieved dysarthric but comprehensible speech and
seven were integrated into a normal school, using a
typewriter to communicate; three died at a mean age of
45 + /– 14 (range 25–60).

• form 4, autonomous walking. None of our PMD
patients fell into this category.

MRI analysis in 33 cases, and electrophysiological (BAEP, SEP)
analysis in 28 identified no significant differences between
patients of the various groups.

For the 10 SPG families analysed, spasticity started between
12 and 48 months (mean age 28.8 + /– 9.8 months). Only two
patients expressed a pure form of SPG (families 9 and 50).
Associated neurological signs were early nystagmus (3),
ataxia (7), and mild mental retardation (5). All, except one in
family 50, achieved the motor milestones of the first year of
life normally or slightly late, and started to walk at a mean
age of 22 + /– 12 months, 6 autonomously between 14 and
36 months and 4 with assistance between 24 and 48 months.
Seven lost the capacity to walk at a mean age of 17 + /– 5 years
(range 7–28 years). Two died, at the ages of 37 and 24 years.

For 10 families, clinical severity was evaluated for at least
two affected patients. No major difference in disease severity
was observed between affected individuals in the same family
(Table 1). However, in the two families with more than four
patients each, we observed minor differences: in PMD
family 1, four patients were able to walk with support,
whereas two only achieved the sitting position, and in SPG
family 9, two patients were unable to walk without support,
whereas the other three walked unaided. We used this
intrafamilial homogeneity for disease severity in both PMD
and SPG to determine whether there was a correlation
between the disease severity and the type of PLP mutation.
For each family, the severity of the disease was scored
according to the clinical severity of the affected patient for
sporadic forms and the clinical score of most of the affected
sibs for familial forms. If scores were equal, the best motor
function the patients were able to achieve was used. Forms 0
and 1 were considered to correspond to severe forms of PMD
whereas forms 2 and 3 were considered to correspond to mild
forms.

Methods
PLP analysis
Point mutations in PLP were investigated by sequence
analysis. DNA was amplified using intronic primers flanking
each exon of the human PLP gene, in standard conditions
adapted for each set of primers, as previously described.13

Sequences were determined twice, with two independent
PCR amplifications of the DNA from each individual.

Amino-acid sequence comparison for DM proteins
We compared the human DM20 sequence with sequences of
other homologous DM proteins, including the DM20 of
trout14 and chicken15 the M6a, M6b proteins of humans16

and mice17 and the DMα, DMâ and DMγ proteins of
Squalus.18 Amino acids 90 to 100% identical were considered
to be highly conserved, those 60–89% identical, partially
conserved and those less than 60% identical, not
conserved.

Results
Type and position of PLP mutations in PMD and SPG
patients
In the 52 PMD and 28 SPG families selected for sequencing of
the seven coding regions and the exon/intron junctions of
the PLP gene, we identified 33 abnormalities (29 in PMD
patients, 4 in SPG patients) (Table 1).

Twenty-three were missense mutations, three were dele-
tion/insertions with frameshifts and seven were splice-site
mutations. Mutations were in coding regions in 80% of PMD
patients (24 of 29 cases): in exons 2 (29%), 4 (29%) and 5
(21%), whereas two of the mutations in SPG patients were in
the PLP-specific coding region, exon 3B. No mutations were
observed in exons 1 and 7 of PLP.

Of the 23 aa changes resulting from missense mutations,
48% affected the C–D loop, whereas each of the other
locations accounted for only 4 to 13% of the mutations. In
the 29 PMD families with PLP mutations, disease severity
score was 0 in seven cases, 1 in 10 cases, and 2 in three cases
and 3 in nine cases, whereas all four SPG families scored 4.

Correlation between disease severity and type of
mutation
The type of mutation was considered in relation to the
severity of the disease (Figure 1). Missense mutations were
observed in two thirds of cases for the severe forms (types 0
and 1) and in one third of cases for the milder forms (types 2,
3 and 4), whereas all other types of abnormality were
observed almost exclusively in the mildest forms (types 3 and
4; 80%).

Correlation between disease severity and the position of
exonic mutations
Of the 26 mutations in coding regions (Figure 1), fifteen were
responsible for severe PMD forms (57%), nine for mild PMD
forms (35%) and two for SPG form 4 (8%). Mutations causing
severe forms of PMD mapped essentially to exons 2 (40%)
and 4 (33%), more rarely to exons 6 (13%), 5 (7%), and 3A
(7%), and never to exons 1, 3B and 7. Mutations causing mild
forms of PMD mapped predominantly to exon 5 (44%), more
rarely to exons 4 (22%), 6 (22%) and 2 (12%). SPG mutations
mapped exclusively to exon 3B.
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Correlation between disease severity and the type of
amino-acid substitution resulting from missense
mutations
We assessed the correlation between the position of the aa
substitution and disease severity. Changes in the PLP-specific
B–C loop were responsible for the SPG phenotype. Ten of the
11 substitutions in the A–B extracytoplasmic loop and the
4 transmembrane segments of the PLP/DM20 protein caused
severe forms of PMD. Five of the 11 substitutions in the C–D

loop caused severe PMD and 6 mild PMD. Three families
(families 36, 37 and 49) had three different exon 4 mutations
resulting in the substitution of the same amino acid, at
position 202 in the PLP/DM20 protein (D202N, D202G,
D202E). All the patients in these families had the most severe
form of PMD (form 0). Two families (families 24, 53) had two
different exon 5 mutations resulting in substitution of the
same amino acid, at position 215 (P215S, P215A). All patients
in these families had similar clinical severity (form 2). We

Table 1 Proteolipid protein gene (PLP) mutations identified by sequencing of the seven coding regions and the splice sites, in 33 families
affected by X-linked dysmyelinating diseases (PMD, Pelizaeus Merzbacher Disease and SPG, X-linked spastic paraplegia type 2)

Age at clinical Clinical severity Severity score Position in
evaluation for each for the Amino acid PLP

Family no. (in years) Phenotype patient family PLP exon Base change substitution DM-20

PLP missense mutations
12 8 PMD ?/1 1 2 CTG–CCG L30P A
11 8–9 PMD 0/0 0 2 TTC–TTA F31L A
99 5 PMD 0 0 2 TGT–TAT CD34Y A–B

176 3 PMD 1 1 2 GCC–ACC A38T A–B
22 15 PMD 1 1 2 ACA–ATA T42I A–B
29 10–9 PMD 1/1 1 2 TTC–TCC F50S A–B

106 5 PMD 2 2 2 TAT–TGT Y59C B
107 3 PMD 0 0 3 GGA–CGA G73R B
160 23–6 SPG 4/4 4 3B CAT–TAT H129Y B–C
21 12 PMD 1 1 4 TAC–TGC Y174C C–D

209 18 PMD 4 1 4 TGG–TGT W180C C–D
41 6 PMD 3 3 4 ACC–AAC T182N C–D
36 8 PMD 0 0 4 GAC–GAA D202E C–D
37 8 PMD 0 0 4 GAT–GGT D202G C–D
49 5 PMD 0 0 4 GAT–AAT D202N C–D
52 10 PMD 2 2 5 TGG–CGG W211R C–D
24 16 PMD 2 2 5 CCT–TCT P215S C–D
53 7 PMD 2 2 5 CCT–GCT P215A C–D
1* 24–24–26 PMD 3/3/3/ 3 5 GTT–TTT V218F C–D

50–45–50 2/2/?
23 8 PMD 1 1 5 TGC–TAC C227Y C–D

133 6 PMD 3 3 6 CAA–CCA Q233P D
143 3 PMD 1 1 6 GGG– G245E D
217 2 PMD 1 1 6 GCA–GAA A247E D

Affected
domains of

Mutation in Effect of mutation PLP/DM20
Other mutations

9 29–11–34 SPG 3/3/4/ 4 exon 3B del G fs 136–144
24–5 4/4

3* 12–34 PMD 3/3 3 exon 4 del + ins C fs 195–233
182 2 PMD 3 3 exon 6 ins TT fs 240–257
35 43–42–27 PMD 3/3/3 3 intron 2 asp (A Õ G) –
26 8 PMD 0 0 intron 3 asp (G Õ T) –
5 18–30–43–20 SPG 4/4/4/4 4 intron 3 asp (A Õ G) –

198 2 PMD 3 3 intron 5 asp (G Õ A) –
149 27–27 SPG 4/4 4 intron 5 del 26 nuc –
62 8–4 PMD 1/1 1 intron 6 dsp (G Õ A) –

221 3 PMD 3 3 intron 6 dsp (T Õ C) –

Disease severity was scored for each patient according to the best motor function achieved between the ages of 1 and 10 years: form 0 = no
motor achievement; form 1 = head control; form 2 = sitting without help; form 3 = walking with support; form 4 = walking independently.
? indicates patients not evaluated. The severity score for each family corresponds to the clinical score of most of the affected sibs. Mutations are
numbered according to their position in the 7 exons of the PLP gene. Resulting amino acid changes are indicated in the single letter code, and
their position in PLP is indicated (referring to transmembrane domains A to D, and intervening loop regions; see Figure 2).
del, deletion; ins, insertion; asp, acceptor splice site; dsp, donor splice site; fs, frameshift.
*indicates mutations already reported.
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analysed further the correlation between the degree of
conservation of the substituted amino acid in DM proteins
and the severity of PMD (Figure 2). Replacement of a highly
conserved amino acid, whatever the new amino acid, caused
the most severe forms of PMD, whereas substitutions of less
conserved amino acids caused milder forms. In two cases, a
severe form of PMD was observed (Y174C and A247E),
despite substitution of a poorly conserved amino acid. In
both cases, the amino acid was in a transmembrane region (C
and D respectively), close to a highly conserved amino acid
and, in one case, the presence of a cysteine rather than the
normal tyrosine may have severely affected amino acid
interactions.

Correlation between disease severity and splice site or
stop mutations
Four of the six mutations at splice sites were responsible for a
very mild phenotype (type 4 or 3) with perfect intra-familial
homongeneity (Table 1). However, other mutations at the
same splice site gave severe or mild forms of PLP-related
diseases: family 26, with the most severe form of PMD and
family 5, with the mildest SPG phenotype, had mutations in
the same acceptor splice site of exon 4 and similarly, two
PMD families, one with a severe form (1; family 62) and the
other with a mild form (3; family 221) had mutations in the
same donor splice site of exon 6. One SPG2 patient had a
26-nucleotide deletion at the beginning of intron 5. Three

Figure 1 Severity of the disease according to the position and type of PLP mutation: A results obtained with the 33 families
reported in this study; B results obtained with the 54 families reported in previous studies. Disease severity was scored according
to the best motor function achieved between the ages of 1 and 10 years and is represented as follows: black, form 0 = no motor
achievement; red, form 1 = head control; orange, form 2 = sitting without help; dark yellow, form 3 = walking with support; light
yellow, form 4 = walking independently. Undetermined forms (unreliable clinical data) are shown in blue. Type of PLP mutation
found: M missense, m nonsense, deletion/insertion and frameshift, N splicing abnormalities.
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deletion/insertion events (one in exon 3B, one in exon 4 and
one in exon 6) were responsible for frameshifts with stop
codons leading to the production of a truncated protein. One
of these patients (SPG phenotype, family 9) had a PLP-specific
mutation resulting in a normal DM20 and a truncated PLP
lacking the C-terminal region at the beginning of the C
segment (stop after aa144). The other two patients had a mild
form of PMD (families 3 and 182), with both PLP and DM20
proteins truncated after the D segment (at aa233 and 257,
respectively). However, in one case, the frameshift changed
38 of the 58 aa of the C–D loop, and in the other it did not
affect the C–D loop.

Discussion
The widespread use of cerebral MRI and CNS conduction
velocity studies has transformed the recognition of human
inherited defects of CNS myelination. However, the molec-
ular defect has been identified only for PMD and SPG2, for
which detection was easy due to their X-linked inheritance.
Both diseases involve the PLP gene, but they differ clinically
in the onset and severity of motor disabilities. We investi-
gated PMD and SPG families with no large PLP duplications
or deletions by sequencing the coding regions and splice sites
of PLP. We identified abnormalities in 54% of PMD and 14%
of SPG cases. Patients with PLP mutations presented a large

Figure 2 Disease severity according to the type of amino acid substitution in the PLP/DM20 proteins. Schematic representation of
the PLP protein with its four hydrophobic segments (A, B, C and D), two extracytoplasmic (A–B and C–D) and 1 intracytoplasmic
(B–C) loop.3 The PLP protein has 276 amino acids. The 35 PLP-specific amino acids absent from the DM20 isoform are shown in
green. The human DM20 amino acid sequence was compared with those of the DM20 of trout14 and chicken,15 the M6a, M6b
proteins of humans16 and mice17 and the squalus DMα, DMâ and DMγ proteins.18 Dark blue circles indicate highly conserved amino
acids (90 to 100% identity), sky blue circles indicate partially conserved amino acids (60 to 89% identity) and white circles,
non-conserved amino acids ( < 60% identity). The 23 missense mutations found are represented as circles. Missense mutations
reported in previous studies are represented as squares. Disease severity was scored according to the same criteria and colour code
described in Figure 1.
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range of clinical severity. There was a clinical continuum
between the various forms, with the mildest forms of PMD
similar to complicated forms of SPG. We used the best motor
function achieved between the ages of 1 and 10 years to
classify our patients. Disease severity was similar for members
of the same family, which enabled us to score disease severity
for each family. Disease severity was correlated with the type
of mutation. The severe forms of PMD were most frequently
associated with missense mutations in exons 2 and 4, leading
to amino acid changes at positions highly conserved in other
DM proteins. The mild forms of PMD were frequently caused
by mutations resulting in the production of truncated
proteins or by missense mutations. These missense muta-
tions mostly affected exon 5, leading to the substitution of
amino acids partly conserved in the extracytoplasmic C–D
loop of PLP/DM20 proteins. SPG was associated with splice
site abnormalities or PLP-specific mutations.

We compared these results with those obtained by clinical
analysis of the 52 families with duplications of the PLP gene.
Most of the patients with duplications expressed form 2
(42%) or 3 (30%) of the disease. None had form 4, and the
most severe form 0, was observed exclusively in patients with
more than two copies of the PLP gene (unpublished data). In
sharp contrast, in our family with a large deletion of the PLP
gene leading to the absence of PLP/DM20 transcripts, one
patient had form 3 and the other form 4 of the disease
(unpublished data), consistent with another report.19 We
pooled our results with those for the 54 PLP-mutated families
(44 PMD and 10 SPG) with no large PLP duplications or
deletions reported in previous studies (for references, see
www.med.wayne.edu/neurology/plp.html), to give a total of
87 PLP mutations (73 PMD and 14 SPG), 72% of which were
missense mutations. The total number of mutations for each
exon was independent of the number of bases in that exon:
excluding exon 1, the highest mutation/base ratios were
obtained for exons 5 (0.21), 6 (0.16) and 4 (0.12) confirming
that mutations most frequently affected the CD region of the
protein (63%), particularly the C–D loop (39%). In 42
(32 PMD and 10 SPG) of the 54 families reported in previous
studies, the clinical description was sufficient to classify
patients according to our disease severity clinical score. We
analysed the correlation between disease severity and the PLP
mutation reported (Figures 1 and 2); the results were very
similar to those obtained with our series of patients. In a total
of 75 families with PLP mutations scored with our clinical
criteria, 55% were severe PMD, 27% mild PMD and 18% SPG.
Mutations causing severe forms mapped in 56% of cases to
exons 2 and 4, in 36% to exons 5 and 6, rarely to exon 3 (8%),
and never to exons 1 and 7. Mutations causing mild forms
mapped in 57% of cases to exons 4 and 5, in 31% to exons 1
and 6 and rarely to exons 2 and 7 (12%). SPG mutations
mapped in 54% of cases to exon 3B, never to exons 2 and 7
and all other locations accounted for 9% each.

The quantitative fluorescent multiplex technique,8,20

makes possible the rapid and reliable detection of PLP

duplication, the most frequent abnormality in patients with
PMD (50%). Testing for PLP point mutations is more time
consuming but identified abnormalities in 54% of PMD cases
with no PLP duplication. Our results and those obtained by
analysis of previous studies suggest that clinical evaluation of
disease severity can optimise point mutation searches by
determining the order in which exons should be analysed:
exons 2 and 4, then 5 and 6, and possibly 3A for severe PMD;
exons 5 and 4, then 6 and 1, and possibly 7 for mild PMD;
exons 3, and possibly 4, 5, 1, and 6 for SPG.

Seven missense or nonsense mutations affected the same
amino acid of the PLP/DM20 protein, as in our study. For the
6 missense mutations (F31, T42, G73, H202 and P215),
disease severity was similar despite the fact that the aa change
was different in three cases. In addition, the missense and
nonsense mutations affecting Q233 resulted in the same mild
form (3). The two different aa substitutions reported in the
conservative aa 223 (L223P and L223I),21 caused a severe
form of PMD. However, severe forms of PMD were also
reported in two mutations affecting the non-conservative
aa 45 (L45P and L45R),21 suggesting that any change in the
extracytoplasmic A–B loop is deleterious for oligodendro-
cytes. In contrast, changes in the very conservative
valine 165 caused either severe (V165E) or very mild (V165G)
PMD. This might be due to differences in hydrophobicity
changes for the affected transmembrane helix C resulting
from the substitution.21

We classified the phenotype of the PLP-specific nonsense
mutation in exon 3B (W144X)22 as SPG, whereas the three
patients were originally described as having a movement
disorder (tremor, ataxia), apparently without spasticity, due
to normal milestone achievement during the first year of life.
In our series, SPG family 9 had a very similar PLP-specific
abnormality: the five affected patients expressed a classical
PMD3 or SPG phenotype. For five previously reported SPG
families, mutations were outside the PLP-specific exon 3B.
One was a nonsense mutation in the ATG of the first exon,
resulting in the absence of PLP and DM20.23 A mild PMD3
phenotype has been also reported for the other two nonsense
mutations described in the first coding bases ATGG (delG3,
delG4).24,25 The mutation at the end of exon 3A (ACA–AAA)
has been classified as a form of SPG.26 This PLP mutation
outside exon 3B may be responsible for a T115K amino acid
substitution in PLP/DM20 but may also disturb the splicing
of exon 3 resulting in the absence of DM20. The three other
non PLP-specific mutations responsible for SPG affected non-
conservative aa of the C–D loop, for which we found three
mutations with a PMD 3 phenotype. Thus, the absence of
PLP/DM20, PLP-specific mutations and substitutions of non
conserved amino acids in the C–D loop are responsible for
the mildest form of PMD, which is clinically similar to
complicated forms of SPG.

Mutations resulting in the production of truncated pro-
teins were most frequently associated with the mildest forms
of dysmyelinating disease (76% of PMD3 and SPG cases).
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However, the mutation in the acceptor splice site of exon 5 in
the jimpy mouse PLP mutant, results in a severe phenotype
in which myelin is almost totally absent and the oligoden-
drocytes die.6 In humans, point mutations at a single splice
site were associated with different clinical phenotypes.
Differences in phenotype could be due to different DM20
mRNA defects (Cailloux, personal communication). PLP
mutant mice provide an accurate model of human diseases,
with similar variability in the severity of phenotypes.9 This
model suggests that the severe impairment in the achieve-
ment of normal milestones during the first year of life that
distinguishes PMD from SPG may result from a deficit in the
number of mature oligodendrocytes, the severity of PMD
being correlated with the number of surviving oligoden-
drocytes.27–30 The cellular events responsible for differences
in the survival of myelinating oligodendrocytes are
unknown. The mechanisms by which abnormal PLP prod-
ucts may be deleterious to the cell include the loss of normal
function, a gain of function in which the altered protein
becomes cytotoxic, and perturbation of intracellular traffick-
ing in oligodendrocytes. In vitro experiments31 have sug-
gested that ‘severe PMD’ phenotypes are associated with an
absence of PLP and DM20 at the cell surface whereas ‘milder’
phenotypes are associated with normal levels of DM20 at the
membrane and accumulation of PLP in the endoplasmic

reticulum. However, the clinical criteria used to evaluate the
severity of the phenotype were not defined. Studies with
mutant mice have suggested that clinical severity depends
less on capacity of PLP/DM20 to reach the membrane than
on their capacity to interact with other proteins during
transit, with the accumulation of misfolded proteins increas-
ing oligodendrocyte death by apoptosis.32

In PLP-related defects of myelination, PMD involves
impaired motor development during the first year of life,
related to the death of mature oligodendrocytes. In contrast,
SPG involves almost normal motor milestone achievement
followed by progressive gait abnormalities resulting from
abnormal myelin compaction, without the death of oligo-
dendrocytes. The clinical continuum from the most severe
forms of PMD to the mildest SPG phenotype (Figure 3) results
from the great variability in the number of surviving
oligodendrocytes. However, disease severity is similar for
patients with the same mutation. Disease severity appears to
be correlated with the amount of PLP/DM20 produced:
absence of these proteins leads to the mildest phenotype,
whereas overproduction results in mild or severe forms of
PMD depending on the level of PLP transcription. Finally,
severity is correlated with the type of protein mutated:
mutated PLP with normal DM20 causes the mildest pheno-
type, whereas mutated DM20 causes mild or severe forms

Figure 3 Genotype–phenotype correlation in PLP-related diseases. The large spectrum in disease severity, with a continuum from the
most severe forms of PMD to the mildest SPG phenotype, is related to the type of PLP mutation and the number of surviving
oligodendrocytes. PMD, Pelizaeus-Merzbacher Disease; SPG, X-linked spastic paraplegia type 2.
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depending on changes in the interactions between mutated
proteolipid protein monomers. Substitutions of very con-
served aa and truncated proteins with large changes in
C-terminal structure have the largest effect on the intra-
cellular interactions of mutated proteins. However, the
cellular mechanisms responsible for oligodendrocyte death
are unknown.
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